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Medieval Britain and Ireland in 2014

General Editor: NEIL CHRISTIE

Portable Antiquities Scheme Report edited by:

JOHN NAYLOR1

Medieval Britain and Ireland compiled and edited by:

TIZIANA VITALI and PATRICK GLEESON with TOMÁS Ó CARRAGÁIN

This section of  the journal comprises two core sets of  reports linked to work in 2014: on finds 
and analyses relating to the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) and on site-specific discoveries 
and reports in medieval Britain and Ireland (MB&I), with a selection of  highlighted projects. 
For the PAS report, reviews on coin and non-coin finds and on specific research angles are 
presented. For MB&I, the Society is most grateful to all contributors (of  field units, museums, 
universities, developers, specialist groups and individuals) who have provided reports on finds, 
excavations, field-surveys and building analyses for 2014. For MB&I, see below for the format 
and content of  the Fieldwork Highlights section and for contact details of  the compilers. The 
annual Specialist Groups Reports appear in the Society’s Newsletter.

PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME

The Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) is a voluntary scheme to record archaeological 
finds made by members of  the public.2 Many of  the finds come from archaeological sites 
which have been damaged or eroded, usually by agriculture, leaving the objects as the only 
evidence of  past activity; others are of  interest in their own right. By the end of  2014, the 
PAS database contained 25,483 records (containing 36,475 finds) of  early medieval date 
(c 410–c 1066) and 145,461 records (174,109 finds) of  high and later medieval date (c 
1066–c 1500). A small proportion are subject to the Treasure Act 1996 which gives the 
Crown (in practice, museums) the right to acquire them; in 2014, there were 1,008 Trea-
sure cases, of  which 394 were of  medieval date.3

In 2014, 115,483 finds (in 64,200 records) were recorded,4 of  which 28,095 (19,257 re-
cords) were of  medieval date. There were a total of  8,715 pre-Conquest finds (in 2,462 records) 
and 19,380 post-Conquest finds (in 16,795 records).5 Excluding Treasure cases, coinage ac-
counted for 6,507 finds, 369 of  pre-Conquest date, and 6,138 post-Conquest coins.6 (J Naylor)

1 Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean Museum, Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PH, UK. john.naylor@ashmus.
ox.ac.uk. My thanks to Helen Geake and Kevin Leahy for their comments on parts of  the round-up. Any errors 
remain those of  the individual authors.

2 Full details of  all finds recorded by PAS can be found on the Scheme’s website <https://finds.org.uk/database>.
3 Finds reported via the Treasure Act 1996 are now included on the Portable Antiquities Scheme Database 

(PASD). PAS and Treasure Annual Reports are free to download (<http://finds.org.uk/publications>).
4 As of  31 December 2014.
5 This includes 5,192 coins found within the Lenborough hoard (BUC-7FE6F2).
6 See Allen et al forthcoming 2015 for a full breakdown of  these numismatic data. My thanks and appreciation 

to the FLOs and other specialists whose hard work recording and identifying the large numbers of  medieval 
objects is bringing such interesting and important material to light, and to Ian Richardson for his help and advice 
regarding last year’s Treasure cases.
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291medieval britain and ireland 2014

focus on coinage in 2014
Early medieval
Finds of  6th- and 7th-century coinage were well represented in 2014. The discovery of  a 
hoard of  four Byzantine copper 12 nummi of  Maurice Tiberius (588–602) at Halsall (West 
Lancashire; LVPL-376CA1) may be indicative of  far-flung late 6th-century trade, fitting 
with evidence from ceramics and other coin finds.7 Another Byzantine coin, a half-follis 
of  Justin I (518–27) or Justinian I (527–67), was found in the Birdoswald area (Cumbria; 
LVPL-ADFDB6). A much larger influx of  coin to England came in the early 7th century 
with gold Merovingian tremisses of  the ‘National Series’. From numerous mints, they 
nevertheless adhered to a weight standard (c 1.3 g) and a bust/cross design naming both 
mint and moneyer. Among last year’s finds were two coins of  the mint of  Orléans (France). 
One names Angliulfus as moneyer and was found in Kinsey (Buckinghamshire; BH-
9B6B89; Fig 1a) near to the Icknield Way, an important overland route linking eastern 
England with the Thames Valley; the other find, from Watton (Norfolk; NMS-0F693F), 
copies an Orléans tremissis on a plated base metal flan, illustrating that sufficient coin was 
circulating to make counterfeiting worthwhile.

Silver sceattas represent an early peak in coin activity; another 192 were recorded in 
2014, with six found around the lower Severn estuary and Bristol Channel, including a 
Series E (VICO type 1/1b) from Caerwent (Monmouthshire; NMGW-9A4808; Fig 1b) —  
only the second single find of  a sceat from Wales. Such finds highlight the circulation of  
coinage in peripheral areas.8 Notable is a small hoard of  20 sceattas from Buttercrambe with 
Bossall (North Yorkshire; LVPL-8E270E; Figs 1c–d), where three additional coins were 
found last year. The hoard includes 11 die-linked Continental Series D sceattas allowing the 
reconstruction of  the reverse die for the coin; most sceattas were struck on flans smaller than 
the dies, and being able to reconstruct an entire die is unusual.

Fewer silver pennies dating from the 760s to Eadgar’s reform of  c 973 are generally 
found: in 2014 there were 41 recorded along with seven Carolingian and Islamic coins. 
These include a new type of  penny for Offa of  Mercia (757–96) found in ‘West Lindsey’ 
(Lincolnshire; LANCUM-AA972C) and a rare find in the Mercian heartland at Abbots 
Bromley (Staffordshire; WMID-F6B912). Coinage dating to c 900–50 remains uncommon 
outside of  hoards and so all finds of  this period are significant. Only eight single finds 
encompassing the reigns of  Edward the Elder to Eadred (899–955) were recorded.9 These 
include a ‘Two-Line’ type of  Edward the Elder (899–924) found at Ilam (Staffordshire; 
WMID-F2B8BF; Fig 1e), the first recorded from the county10 and only the second PAS-
recorded find of  a penny of  Eadred (946–55) from SW England found in the Deverills 
(Wiltshire; SOM-4B1C8A; Fig 1f). Other rare finds included a penny of  Plegmund, Arch-
bishop of  Canterbury (890–914), found at Brookland (Kent; KENT-94F984; Fig 1g) and 
one of  the Hiberno-Norse king of  York, Regnald I (c 919–21) found at Preston (East 
Riding of  Yorkshire; NLM-F304C3; Fig 1h).

The rarity of  later 8th- and 9th-century foreign coin attests to its effective exclusion 
from the circulating currency. Only two were recorded by PAS in 2014, both from eastern 
England (LANCUM-9E265D and SF-5DE284; Fig 1i); both are imitations of  gold solidi 
of  Louis the Pious (814–40), and were probably produced in Frisia or England.11

Ninety-one single finds of  coins dating from Eadgar’s reform to 1066 were recorded 
last year, including three from Harold II’s (1066) short reign, all exhibiting the inscription 

7 Note that a modern date for their loss cannot be completely ruled out. For discussion of  the interpretations of  
finds of  Byzantine coins in Britain as ancient or modern losses, see Bean 2007, 342–4 and Moorhead 2009.

8 See also GLO-3118C0, SOM-33973E, SOM-3D9955 and PUBLIC-3DB12D. Naylor 2011.
9 These are WMID-F2B8BF, NLM-E249F4, DENO-A263E8, SF-F4D034, LON-2B11B0, SF-EF16E1, LON-

B82947 and SOM-4B1C8A.
10 None listed by PAS or Corpus of  Early Medieval Coinage (EMC; <http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/dept/coins/

emc>).
11 Blackburn 2007; a silver denier of  Louis the Pious was recorded from Thetford, Norfolk on EMC (record 

2014.0008).
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292 portable antiquities scheme

fig 1 

(a) BH-9B6B89 – Merovingian tremissis. (b) NMGW-9A4808 – Anglo-Saxon sceat. (c) LVPL-8E270E – 
Anglo-Saxon sceat (coin 4 from Buttercrambe hoard). (d) reconstruction of  die used to strike (c). (e) WMID-
F2B8BF – penny of  Edward the Elder. (f) SOM-4B1C8A – penny of  Eadred. (g) KENT-94F984 – penny of  
Archbishop Plegmund. (h) NLM-F304C3 – penny of  Regnald I. (i) SF-5DE284 – imitation solidus of  Louis 

the Pious. (j) CAM-CE5552 – penny of  Harold II Godwinson. Scale 1:1. Photographs: (a) J Watters, (b) M 
Lodwick, (c) C Barton, (e) T Gilmore , (f) L Burnett (g) J Jackson, (h) M Foreman, (i) A Brown, (j) H Fowler. Drawing: 

(d) J Naylor.
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293medieval britain and ireland 2014

PAX (Peace) across the reverse possibly intended as both a call to Christ and to (political) 
peace; one such example was found at Hardwick (Cambridgeshire; CAM-CE5552; 
Fig 1j).12 The numbers of  finds of  Harold’s coins suggest that they were not deliberately 
excluded from circulation after the Conquest.13 The most spectacular find was undoubt-
edly the hoard of  5,190 pennies and two cut halfpennies found at Lenborough (Bucking-
hamshire; BUC-7FE6F2): dating to the reigns of  Æthelred II (978–1016) and Cnut (1016–
35), initial study indicates that the hoard may comprise two groups of  coins, separated by 
about a decade. However, the two groups were deposited together, wrapped in a lead sheet 
pinched at each end to ensure that the coins stayed together.14

High and late medieval
A total of  160 Norman and Plantagenet (1066–1180) coins was recorded last year.  
A ‘profile type’ penny of  William II (1086–1100) found at Winterborne St Martin (Dorset; 
BERK-50EA8D; Fig 2a) is only the second PAS-recorded find from the Salisbury mint 
and one of  very few from the mint with a findspot.15 Two other important finds from 
minor mints are a worn penny of  Henry I (1100–35) found at Wildon (Bedfordshire; BH-
FD4CD7) probably minted at Derby (from where very few coins survive), and a penny of  
Stephen (1135–54) minted at Southampton during the ‘Anarchy’, found at St Mary Bourne 
(Hampshire; SUR-B027FC; Fig 2b).

PAS-recorded finds are also providing new information regarding the organisation 
of  coin production within individual mints: a penny of  Henry I found at Chievely (West 
Berkshire; SUR-63F4F5; Fig 2c) was minted by the moneyer Edwine in London; the coin, 
a type XII, was not previously known for Edwine and it closes the gap for this moneyer 
at the mint between types X and XIII.16

The much larger issues of  ‘short cross’ pennies under Henry II–Henry III (issued 
1180–1247) and ‘long cross’ under Henry III–Edward I (issued 1247–79) are reflected in 
the 1,949 coins reported in 2014. Among these, the very latest ‘short cross’ coins (Class 
8c) are rarely found compared to earlier issues, with only three recorded last year, includ-
ing an example in good condition from Bradfield (West Berkshire; SUR-CBF4D2; Fig 2d). 
Six coins were recorded from the Rhuddlan mint in Denbighshire where coins were prob-
ably minted by the Princes of  Gwynedd rather than being official issues of  the English 
kings, including one Welsh find from Llancarfan (Glamorgan; NARC-93AD09) and an-
other from Much Wenlock (Shropshire; NMGW-CAB621). Minting of  coins by English 
kings in Ireland is also a feature in this period, beginning under John (1199–1216), albeit 
principally used to pay for his wars in France. These are found in small numbers in Eng-
land with seven recorded last year, five found near to the coast or a major river, including 
one from Taynton (Gloucestershire; GLO-730921; Fig 2e).

Issues of  Edward I–Henry VIII (issues dating 1279–1547) were the largest single 
group with 3,529 recorded finds, the bulk belonging to the reigns of  Edward I–III (1272–
1377). The recoinage of  1279–81 replaced the old ‘long cross’ coins, and was done both 
via major mints (essentially London, Canterbury, Bury St Edmunds and Durham) and a 
network of  temporary mints opened only during periods of  recoinage.17 Fewer finds are 
known from these. Two minted at Chester were recorded in 2014, from Padworth (West 
Berkshire; BERK-D7A42B) and Lenham (Kent; KENT-315FD7), taking the total record-
ed by PAS from Chester in this period to 16. During the 14th and 15th centuries, the 
range of  denominations increased from pennies and their fractions to include higher value 

12 Keynes 1978, 170–1. PAS-recorded finds in 2014: YORYM-0E9076, CAM-CE5552 and DOR-5D66BE.
13 Naismith 2013, 209.
14 British Archaeology 141 (March/April 2015), 8.
15 The other post-Conquest find is a ‘sword type’ of  William I (IOW-B20DD2).
16 Type XII was produced c 1119, with Type X c 1117 and Type XIII c 1121. Type XI is now dated earlier,  

c 1115. See North 1994, 196–8.
17 Allen 2012, 73–5.
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294 portable antiquities scheme

fig 2 

High and late medieval coins, modified coins (a) BERK-50EA8D – penny of  William II. (b) SUR-B027FC 
– penny of  Stephen. (c) SUR-63F4F5 – penny of  Henry I. (d) SUR-CBF4D2 – penny of  Henry III. (e) 
GLO-730921 – penny of  John. (f) BUC-3F1861 – noble of  Edward III (coin C from hoard). (g) BERK-

6A24C7 – maille tierce of  Philip IV of  France. (h) PUBLIC-E98DD2 – ecu d’or au soleil of  Francis I of  
France. (i) DUR-977A16 – gros tournois of  Louis IX converted into a brooch. (j) LEIC-9C81A7 – double 
patard of  Philip the Handsome converted into a brooch. (k) DENO-426C9D – Byzantine follis converted 

into a pendant. (l) YORYM-33D147 – pierced jetton. Scale 1:1. Photographs: (a) and (g) A Byard, (b), (c) and (d) 
D Williams, (e) K Adams, (f) R Tyrell, (h) A Charman, (i) L Proctor, (j) W Scott, (k) C Burrill, (l) R Griffiths. 
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silver denominations and, from 1344, gold. Two hoards reflect this expanding currency: 
six gold nobles of  Edward III (1327–77), the highest-value coin, found south-west of  
Buckingham (Buckinghamshire; BUC-3F1861; Fig 2f) represent a substantial store of  
wealth for the average person, amounting to £2 (equivalent to many hundreds of  pounds 
today), whereas a hoard of  six silver coins comprising four pennies, a halfpenny and Con-
tinental sterling imitation dating to the reigns of  Edward I–II from Deopham (Norfolk; 
NMS-20BF31) is more modest. Such small hoards are often considered to represent ac-
cidental purse losses but these small amounts may also be equated with the tax dues for 
someone at the poorer end of  the taxed population.18

Foreign coinage is found in small but not insignificant amounts every year, with 205 
Continental European and 164 Scottish coins recorded last year. The majority are of  Low 
Countries and Venetian origin and include interesting finds from both within and outside 
these groups. Many date to the late 13th century, mostly Low Countries’ sterling imitations 
of  English pennies,19 but in 2014 the finds also included some silver French coinage. A 
double tournois from Pentney (Norfolk; NMS-037E30) and maille tierce from Aston Sand-
ford (Buckinghamshire; BERK-6A24C7; Fig 2g), both of  Philip IV (1285–1314), are un-
common single finds here, although the hoard evidence suggests a greater penetration into 
the general currency.20 Documentary sources attest that foreign gold coinage played an 
important role from the late 13th century into the 1340s,21 but, given that single finds and 
hoard finds are practically non-existent, the discovery of  a coin weight for a masse d’or 
of  Philip IV of  France at Shalfleet (Isle of  Wight; IOW-1AC5C5) is evidence of  the cir-
culation of  such coinage.22

Foreign gold coins remain unusual finds to the close of  the medieval period,23 and 
so any recorded are important. An ecu d’or au soleil of  Francis I of  France (1515–47) 
from Tenterden (Kent; PUBLIC-E98DD2; Fig 2h) adds to a handful of  single finds known, 
consolidating the distribution of  gold in southern and eastern England. It may be the first 
gold coin recorded for Francis I, although it is known that French gold entered the coun-
try in enormous amounts in the form of  payments to the Crown as a way of  avoiding 
invasion.24 Finally, a billon double mite of  Philip the Handsome (1488–1506) found at 
Yarmouth (Isle of  Wight; IOW-5BB77B) is also interesting. In 1469, an agreement was 
reached between England and Burgundy to accept silver and gold coin from the other as 
legal tender, and silver double patards are regularly found.25 These circulated well into the 
reign of  Henry VIII (1509–47). However, since smaller Burgundian denominations such 
as the double mite were excluded (deemed too base for use in England), this find must 
have entered and circulated illegally.

Modified coinage
Alongside unaltered coins, a small proportion of  the total number of  finds every year have 
some form of  modification or exhibit evidence for a non-economic cultural use. In 2014, 
12 coins were reported which had been converted into brooches, ten having a pin attached 
to the obverse and gilding applied to the reverse (often showing a cross motif). These 
brooches encompass two distinct chronological groups: one in the decades around the 
Norman Conquest, the other in the late 13th century.26 In both groups, the coin’s Chris-
tian iconography appears paramount. This year’s finds included two new examples using 
Edward the Confessor’s ‘expanding cross’ design, the most common type used in the 

18 Cook 2015, 171–2.
19 Cook 1999, 250–5.
20 Ibid, 254.
21 Ibid, 255.
22 See previous PAS round-up for a brief  discussion of  coin weights: Naylor 2013, 267.
23 Cook 1999, 264–5; Kelleher 2007.
24 Ibid. He lists eight French crowns from Louis XI–Louis XII (1461–1515).
25 Cook 1999, 265–6; Spufford 1964.
26 Kelleher 2012, 185.
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296 portable antiquities scheme

earlier group.27 Converted coins dating earlier than Edward are rarer, but include a penny 
of  Æthelred II (978–1016) found at Roudham (Norfolk; NMS-B43881). In the later group, 
two groat-sized French gros tournois were reported last year. One of  Louis IX (1245–70) 
from the Bolty area (North Yorkshire; DUR-977A16; Fig 2i) illustrates the expression 
of  religious devotion with both a central cross and the inscription BENEDICTV 
SIT NOMEN DNI NRI DEI IEV XPI (‘Blessed is the name of  the Lord our God, 
Jesus Christ’).

A different kind of  modification is seen in a short cross coin converted into an an-
nular brooch found at Freshwater (Isle of  Wight; IOW-001BE2) dating c 1190–1210, 
leaving only the inscription giving the mint and moneyer. Although not carrying the reli-
gious phrases that many contemporary annular brooches do, it may be that within a 
largely illiterate society such converted coins could still convey the intended religious iden-
tity.28 A different adaptation is seen on a late 15th-century double patard of  the Burgun-
dian Netherlands found at Langley (Leicestershire; LEIC-9C81A7; Fig 2j). Cut into a heart 
shape with an attachment added to the reverse, it is best considered a token of   affection. 
Other contemporary examples are known, including in the contents of  the Fishpool hoard, 
one element of  which is a heart-shaped brooch.29

Other modified forms of  coinage include those which have been folded or pierced, 
the former probably as a vow of  pilgrimage in response to prayers for protection;30 47 
folded coins were recorded last year. Pierced coins are more difficult to interpret. Some 
were likely used as pendants, such as a copper-alloy 11th-century Byzantine anonymous 
follis from the Wingerworth area (Derbyshire; DENO-426C9D; Fig 2k), while others may 
have been pierced to signify counterfeit or underweight coins and to remove them from 
circulation. However, it is unclear whether the location, size or neatness of  the hole is a 
pointer to its intended purpose, although it would seem realistic that neat piercings aligned 
to a bust or cross may suggest preparation for suspension. Lastly, a related group of  numis-
matica, jettons (copper-alloy counting pieces), are regularly found pierced, often centrally, 
such as an English type dating c 1280–1340 found at Folkton (North Yorkshire; YORYM-
33D147; Fig 2l) which shows a lion passant on the obverse and a reverse cross design 
copying the contemporary penny. The piercing may have been intended to stop the jetton 
being used fraudulently as a real coin — all English jetton types are pierced or partially 
drilled through the centre — and there is late 14th-century evidence for pierced jettons 
being hung around the neck of  a convicted fraudster.31 An alternative suggestion is that the 
central piercing could have allowed them to be attached to the body via a strap or onto 
clothing as a protective amulet.32 The two are not mutually exclusive as the latter could be 
the re-use of  an object initially pierced with an entirely different, and purely functional, 
intent. (J Naylor)

focus on non-numismatic finds in 201433

Early medieval
For early Anglo-Saxon England, as more and more finds are recorded, some well-known 
object types are beginning to be found well beyond the main known distribution patterns. 
An example is the late 5th- or 6th-century copper-alloy wrist-clasp from Church Aston 

27 BERK-E472F3 and ESS-05217E.
28 Kelleher 2012, 188.
29 Hinton 2005, 238–44, fig 8.5. A number of  medieval heart-shaped brooches have been recorded by PAS in-

cluding NARC-0B6A9E last year.
30 Hall 2012, 81–2; Kelleher 2012, 188.
31 Mernick and Algar 2001, 218.
32 Hall 2012, 82.
33 Many thanks to the FLOs, volunteers and specialists for their hard work in identifying and recording the thou-

sands of  medieval objects brought to PAS every year. Particular thanks go to the following for their invaluable 
scholarly help with identifications and parallels for objects included here: Barry Ager, Adrian Ailes, John Cherry, 
David Harpin, Jane Kershaw and Rob Webley.
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(West Midlands; WMID-029DED; Fig 3a). While it belongs to one of  the commonest 
types (a Form B12),34 it was found north of  Telford, some 130 km west of  any other B12 
clasp recorded by PAS. Similarly, a copper-alloy equal-armed brooch was found in Dum-
bleton (Gloucestershire; GLO-4E0EBD; Fig 3b). It is heavily gilded and has ornament 
perhaps based on human or animal masks. This form of  brooch, with long thin triangular 
ends, appears to be found only in England, mainly in Kent and the Isle of  Wight, and 
was probably made in the 6th century, perhaps influenced by Frankish or Scandinavian 
designs. It is a very unusual find so far west in Gloucestershire.

A 6th-century rectangular copper-alloy buckle found at Tarporley (Cheshire; LVPL-
BFBC1E; Fig 3c) has a wide curved groove containing raised triangles, suggesting that an 
inlaid zigzag decoration may have been lost. Again the type is Anglo-Saxon,35 but very far 
west at a surprisingly early date. The best parallel on the PAS database is a slightly larger 
gilded and garnet-inlaid version from Micheldever (Hampshire; HAMP-A0905A; Fig 3d), 
also found in 2014.

These finds remind us that, although early Anglo-Saxon culture may have been 
concentrated in the south and east of  England, people still travelled, communicated and 
interacted further afield, and as part of  this occasionally dropped and lost their posses-
sions. These lost items are not readily recoverable by any means other than metal-detect-
ing, which thus gives us a unique window into the period.

Several later finds of  personal jewellery have again emphasised the contribution of  
Scandinavian culture. A gilded 10th-century silver pendant from Winteringham, on the 
south bank of  the Humber (North Lincolnshire; NLM-7F954A; Fig 3e), is decorated with 
a human figure flanked by a pair of  birds. The right eye of  the human is clearly shown, 
but the left eye appears to have been erased, suggesting that it represents the one-eyed god 
Odin. The birds, probably Odin’s ravens, Huginn and Muninn, are shown with their beaks 
close to Odin’s ears, perhaps speaking to him. Between Odin’s head and the birds’ long 
necks are pellets which represent Odin’s hunched shoulders; his arms emerge on the oth-
er side of  the birds’ necks and curve at the elbows to wrap around the birds’ necks and 
end in hands on the birds’ chests. The hands are worn, but appear to have cuffs or rings 
at the wrists and several fingers. The birds’ bodies are formed by long straight ridges end-
ing in three strands which diverge to represent fanned-out tails. The wings emerge from 
the chest as further ridges, curving out and down, filled with four or five downward-
slanting ridges on each wing, representing feathers. The pendant is of  a type not found in 
Britain before, although several are known from Russia and two from Sweden.36 It joins 
other demonstratively pagan pendants of  the time, such as the series of  Thor’s hammers, 
of  which there are now 11 certain and three probable examples on the PAS database.

A pendant from Bilsington (Kent; KENT-0CE794; Fig 4a) is of  similar date, but is 
more likely to have been made in England. It appears to be a copper-alloy version of  a 
very famous pair of  silver pendants found in 1876 in a burial at Saffron Walden (Essex) 
which are made in the Terslev style, but have idiosyncrasies arguing for English design and 
manufacture.37 The Bilsington pendant is alike in almost every respect and strengthens the 
argument for local manufacture, under strong Scandinavian influence, somewhere in SE 
England.

A copper-alloy die stamp for making Viking-Age pendants found in the Askham area 
(Nottinghamshire; DENO-698D71; Fig 3f) represents further evidence for the manufac-
ture of  Scandinavian-style objects in England. The die is basically cross-shaped, now worn 
and corroded but with faint traces of  interlace decoration on the front. It would have been 
used to create relief  silver or gold sheet appliqués which formed the centre of  a sandwich, 
with a backplate behind and filigree work applied on top. It joins a similar copper-alloy 

34 Hines 1993, 46–9.
35 Marzinzik 2003, 24–5, pl. 16, Type 1.6a.
36 Helmbrecht 2011, 309–10, fig 90a.
37 Paterson 2002, 271–2; Kershaw 2013, 68–70.
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fig 3 

Early medieval objects (a) WMID-029DED – wrist-clasp. (b) GLO-4E0EBD – brooch. (c) LVPL-BFBC1E – 
buckle. (d) HAMP-A0905A – buckle. (e) NLM-7F954A – pendant. (f) DENO-698D71 – die stamp. Scale 1:1. 

Photographs: (a) H Glenn, (b) K Adams, (c) V Oakden, (d) J Cole, (e) M Foreman, (f) C Burrill. 

die from Swinhope (Lincolnshire; NLM-690F57) found in 2007, and a lead example in 
the Yorkshire Museum.38 The pendants made from these dies are most famously known 
from the hoard of  gold jewellery found in the 19th century on the island of  Hiddensee 
off  the German Baltic coast.39 Their distribution extends from Poland to Ukraine, often 
at royal and aristocratic Viking sites, but no finished pendants have yet been found in 
Britain; as yet there is no hint of  any other prestige finds from the Askham area.

38 Yorkshire Museum 1948.702.4.48; Roesdahl et al 1981, 116–17, no YMW13.
39 Williams et al 2014, 132–3.
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fig 4 

Early medieval, high and late medieval objects (a) KENT-0CE794 – pendant. (b) SUR-DAFA21 – seal 
matrix and reversed image. (c) LON-6C500D – candle-holder. (d) BERK-FDCFD2 – seal matrix and impres-

sion. Scale 1:1 except for (c), which is 1:2. Photographs: (a) J Jackson, (b) D Williams, (c) B Paites, (d) A Byard.

High and late medieval
A full 366 medieval seal matrices were recorded in 2014. Notable finds include half  of  
the equestrian seal of  the marcher lord Fulk FitzWarin found in Little Bedwyn (Wiltshire; 
BERK-FDCFD2; Fig 4d). The seal shows a mounted warrior in full armour, and the 
inscription around reads SIGILLUM F[…..]II WARINI. The engraving is highly de-
tailed, with cross-shaped pendants dangling from the breast strap, and a shield, of  which 
half  is visible; the arms on this are consistent with those of  the FitzWarins, Quarterly per 
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fess indented argent and gules. The break is neat, but not obviously cut. A surviving wax seal 
on a charter of  Fulk FitzWarin, dating to the early part of  Henry III’s reign, appears to 
be from this matrix.40 The date of  the charter allows Fulk FitzWarin III (d 1258) to be 
identified as the probable owner of  the matrix, although it would be necessary to com-
pare the matrix with the impression to be absolutely sure that they are one and the same. 
Fulk III is the best known of  the family, from his appearance in the medieval romance 
Fouke le Fitz Waryn; he rebelled against King John in 1201 and then took refuge at Stan-
ley Abbey, Wiltshire, only 30 km from the findspot of  the matrix, before being pardoned 
by John in 1204.

A pointed-oval lead matrix from Hinwick (Bedfordshire; SUR-DAFA21; Fig 4b) is 
inscribed S’MATILDE. LE CROISER. While very ordinary in appearance, it belonged 
to one of  the Croyser family, who held the manor of  Hinwick in the 13th century.41

A thin flat copper-alloy seal matrix was found in Lilley (Hertfordshire: BH-B7E198; 
Fig 5c). It is a simple disc, with no lug or handle. In the centre is a crowned R with a 
branch or feather to either side; around is an inscription starting at 11 o’clock and reading 
S’: SVBSIDEVM: PANNORVM (seal for the subsidy [ie tax] on cloths). The central 
motif  is familiar from 15th-century signet rings and the matrix is probably of  this date.42 
There are now five medieval cloth-subsidy seal matrices recorded on the PAS database 
and six pre-PAS finds in the British Museum’s collection.43 They are all deeply engraved 
and may have been used on wax, perhaps on documents or prior to the introduction of  
the more familiar lead cloth seal. The motifs on these matrices include crowned heads, 
and it is possible that the crowned R may refer to Richard III, but it seems equally, if  not 
more likely that the initials refer to an individual subsidy collector or alnager (quality 
control official). Richard More, alnager for 13 counties in the south and west of  England 
in the late 14th century, was known to hold 135 matrices.44

Finds of  ecclesiastical items remind us of  the range of  objects that were destroyed 
during the iconoclasms of  the 16th and 17th centuries. The PAS’s records are likely to be 
of  accidentally lost objects, which are difficult to recover except by extensive metal-detecting.  
Those recorded in 2014 include a gilded copper-alloy figurine of  a tonsured monk from the 
Deverills (Wiltshire; WILT-3E4001; Fig 5d). The figure is holding a book and standing on 
an octagonal base; the reverse is worn. It is paralleled by the seated figure of  St Peter, on a 
similar octagonal base, set within the crook of  Bishop Richard Fox’s gilded silver crosier, 
now in the collection Corpus Christi College, Oxford. St Peter was patron of  the see of  
Winchester, where Fox was bishop from 1501 to 1528.45 A much smaller standing figure of  
the Virgin and Child on a hexagonally faceted base, also of  gilded silver, is known from the 
belt-attachment of  the seal matrix of  St Stephen’s Church, Bristol, now in Bristol Museums 
and Art Gallery, which is tentatively dated to c 1450–70.46 These parallels suggest that the 
Deverills figurine could have been commissioned by a church dedicated to a saint who was 
also a monk, such as St Benedict; this dedication is unusual, but occurs in churches belong-
ing to Benedictine foundations at Glastonbury and Norwich. There are possessions of  
Glastonbury Abbey in the vicinity of  the find.

Each year some 20–30 new finds of  Limoges-style enamelling are recorded on the 
database. Most of  those that can be identified come from elaborate crucifixes,47 but in 
2014 a mount from a chasse (a house-shaped reliquary casket with short legs) was found 
near Radstock (Somerset; HESH-ABC735; Fig 5a). The mount’s upper part, which would 

40 Now in the British Library, Harley Charter 50 C15; Loyd and Stenton 1950, no 172.
41 Page (ed) 1912, 80–7, notes 70–2.
42 Harvey and McGuinness 1996, 93.
43 BM collection: Tonnochy 1952, nos 29–33 and 52; these correspond to Egan 1995, nos 1, 46, 56, 44, 104 and 

45 respectively. PAS examples: BUC-C91E47 (again with crowned R), HESH-F166B5 (with three feathers), YOR-
YM-EFCDF3 (from the County of  Essex) and probably SOMDOR-0AD253 (from Dorset).

44 Egan 1995, 9.
45 Marks and Williamson 2003, no 104.
46 Ibid, no 315.
47 See Lewis 2012 for discussion of  these types.
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301medieval britain and ireland 2014

fig 5 

High and late medieval objects (a) HESH-ABC735 – mount from a chasse. (b) LIN-91AC94 – leg from a 
folding candle-holder. (c) BH-B7E198 – seal matrix. (d) WILT-3E4001 – figurine. Scale 1:1. Photographs: (a) P. 

Reavill, (b) A. Daubney, (c) J. Watters, (d) R. Henry. 
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have formed the border to a separate panel of  decoration in the centre of  the chasse, is 
decorated with a serpentine wave separating two fields of  badly preserved enamel. The 
lower part of  the mount is filled with a gilded cross-hatched panel which would have 
projected below the chasse, forming the leg. Because there is a wider embellished border 
to the right of  the mount, it seems likely that it would have come from the right-hand leg 
on the reverse of  a chasse. Parallels include the reverse of  the Chasse of  St Thomas 
Becket in the Louvre, dated c 1180–90.48

Two other Limoges-style objects are both feet from folding candle-holders. Found in 
Addlethorpe (Lincolnshire; LIN-91AC94; Fig 5b) and Ringwood (Hampshire; HAMP-
135AD7), both are pierced at the top to swivel around the stem of  the candle-holder, al-
lowing it to lie flat for travel or storage, and both are decorated with heraldic motifs. At 
the top of  the Addlethorpe example is a shield with a seven-pointed star, in the middle is 
a shield bearing a castle on a red enamelled background, and the lowest shield has three 
diagonal stripes now empty of  enamel. The Ringwood example has a shield with red 
enamel at the top, probably again a castle on a red background. The middle shield has 
no decoration surviving, but the lowest one has three diagonal stripes of  blue enamel. The 
enamelled shields are probably intended for Castile (Gules a castle Or) and Burgundy (bendy 
Or and Azure a bordure Gules) but heraldic motifs on Limoges work are normally very stereo-
typical and were probably intended as pure decoration rather than as personal or dynastic 
signifiers.49 These candle-holders may have been used in either secular or ecclesiastical 
contexts.

A third candle-holder, found while dredging the Thames by Cannon Street Station 
in London (LON-6C500D; Fig 4c) is very different. Circular and made from lead, it is 
decorated with a relief  inscription reading DIEX: GART: TOVS: CHEVS: KI: CHI: 
SONT [….] : M: F: This is almost identical to one from Billingsgate, reading DIEX: 
GART: TOVS: CHEVS: KI: CHI: SONT: ET: KI: ME F’ (intended as Dieux gart tous ceux 
qui ici sont et qui me firent, meaning ‘May God protect all those who are here and those who 
made me’). They are examples of  ‘the sort of  cheap, sometimes gimcrack, devotional 
merchandise offered to pilgrims’, likely to be of  13th-century date and produced in Picar-
dy, perhaps at the shrine of  St Eloi (St Loy) in Noyon.50 (H Geake)51

research reports

A group of  11th-century ‘ball-ended’ strap fittings
All of  a closely related group of  20 cast copper-alloy openwork objects recorded on the 
PAS share a triplet of  rounded lobes at the broad end or attachment edge. This feature 
has led several examples to be described as ‘ball-ended’. All narrow, some more sharply 
than others, towards the distal end. Details of  the openwork vary, but in all cases a pair 
of  round apertures lies next to the lobes. Most openings are round, but larger cruciform, 
T-shaped and lozengiform examples also occur, normally in a roughly central position. 
The number of  rivets or rivet holes ranges from one to four and the majority of  extant 
rivets are copper alloy. A few are iron and one example (NMS90) retains two of  silver. 
Apart from transverse ribs, surface decoration is engraved, with the exception of  one 
otherwise outstanding piece (LIN-3A1414; Fig 6a) whose sides are moulded and which, 
unlike the others, has a rivet through its narrow end. All have flat reverses, on four of  
which there is a flange or lugs in the middle on both sides (LVPL2295, LIN-1F3903, LIN-
50B591 and LIN-4BD787). On the reverse of  two others there is a pair of  shorter lugs at 
the narrower end (YORYM-7DBF08 and LVPL-D2F968).

Many pieces have lost their distal end. Five finish in narrow lobes (LVPL2295, LIN-
50B591, YORYM-7DC3D7, YORYM-5C4217 and NMS-8889DC). Only the latter two 
are certainly complete and both have swollen, rounded terminals which might possibly 

48 OA11333; O’Neill 1996, no 39.
49 Ibid, 378–9.
50 Spencer 1998, 5.
51 Portable Antiquities Scheme, British Museum, London WC1B 3DG, UK. hg260@cam.ac.uk
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fig 6 

‘Ball-ended’ strap fittings (a) LIN-3A1414. (b) YORYM-5C4217. (c) NMS-8889DC. Photographs: (a) A Daubney, 
(b) L Andrews-Wilson. Drawing: (c) J Gibbons, © Historic Environment Service, Norfolk County Council. 

have been designed to fix into an aperture in a counterpart plate, though both seem too 
slight to key in with any security (Figs 6b–c).

Their distribution runs predominantly from NW Norfolk to E Yorkshire (Fig 7). Two 
examples were found in N Yorkshire (SWYOR-4FFF97 and SWYOR-7DBCD4) and five 
in the East Riding including three in the same parish (YORYM-7DC3D7, YORYM-
7DB0C0, YORYM-5C4217, YORYM-0B12E3 and YORYM-7DBF08). Lincolnshire has 
yielded seven pieces (NLM651, LIN-3A1414, LIN-DEFAA2, LIN-1F3903, LIN-8A6430, 
LIN-50B591 and LIN-4BD787). Of  six Norfolk examples two appear on the PAS (NMS90 
and NMS-8889DC), the others being recorded in the HER only (HER 2635, 19547, 
20399 and 29197). Three were identified as probable strap-ends and one as a harness or 
box mount. All six were found in the north and west of  the county. Outliers comprise one 
from Bedfordshire (BH-587E21), two from Cheshire (LVPL2295 and LVPL-D2F968) and 
one from Greater London (SUR-E826D6). A broadly comparable but convex-sided object 
recovered from Westbury-by-Shenley (Buckinghamshire) was described as a strap-end fit-
ting.52 The lack of  examples from Suffolk is noteworthy.

52 Ivens et al 1995, 352, cat no 179, fig 156, no 111.
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The dates assigned on the PAS database range from c 850–c 1066 (NMS90) to c 
1250–c 1500 (LVPL-D2F968), with 18 finds including an 11th-century attribution, and six 
the 10th. Seven objects are dated exclusively to the 11th century but only one (LIN-
3A1414) carries convincingly 11th-century decoration, namely a Ringerike-style animal.

No example in the group has been recovered from a closed archaeological context 
and there is no independent dating. It is to the typical Anglo-Scandinavian tongue-shaped 
strap-end of  Thomas’ (2004) Class E that these objects have some slight resemblance,53 
though they are in the main shorter and narrower and, of  course, almost all lack distinc-
tive decoration. Again their overall form is quite close to that of  Williams’ Class A, type 
16 stirrup-strap mounts.54 With these vague connections in mind, the 11th century is the 
most likely period of  currency for the group. These are somewhat shaky grounds, but 
earlier or later dates would be more difficult to justify.

Almost all of  have been assigned the object type strap fitting on the PAS database. 
One was entered as a clasp, one as a strap-end and one as a buckle plate, but almost all were 
identified as strap-ends in the descriptive text. Perhaps the rather less specific descriptor 
strap fitting should be retained for members of  this group. Though they may have acted as 
strap-ends their means of  fixing was abnormal: rivets are placed some distance away from 
the inside edge; none has a split end or is rebated to accommodate a strap, and there is 
no evidence that any were paired with back plates. The lugs on the sides of  the reverse 
of  six pieces, perhaps acting as strap guides, are peculiar and not found on other strap-
ends. It must be hoped that the recovery of  an example in association with remains of  a 

fig 7 

Distribution of  ‘ball ended’ strap 
fittings recorded by PAS and 
Norfolk HER. Drawing: J Naylor.

53 Thomas 2004.
54 Williams 1997.
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strap and perhaps other fittings may lead to a fully convincing identification of  function. 
(A Rogerson and S Ashley)55

Papal bullae recorded by the PAS in 201456

Papal bullae are lead seals that were attached to decrees or grants of  privilege issued by 
the Papal Curia in the name of  the Pope.57 For much of  the medieval period their form 
was standardised: the obverse giving the name and regnal number of  the issuing pope;  
the reverse (usually) showing the busts of  St Paul and St Peter with their abbreviated  
legend — ‘SPA SPE’ (Fig 8a). These were attached via a cord of  silk or hemp, which 
rarely survives. As of  31 December 2014 PAS had recorded 356 bullae, including 42 in 2014.

How papal bullae ended up as single losses is unclear, although many were probably 
purposefully discarded in the post-medieval period, particularly during the iconoclasm of  
the mid-16th-century English Reformation.58 Most show wear suggesting that they had 
‘an extended period of  use after they were detached from documents’,59 with some worn 
on one side more than the other, perhaps indicating that it was the focus of  later attention, 
though there seems to be little consistency in which side this was.60

Many bullae are found damaged (Tab 1), although it is not always apparent whether 
this occurred prior to their loss or post-deposition. Several have clear breaks, particularly 
on their edges. Dents and other small damage are also found. Larger breaks are intriguing, 
especially as several are semi-circular, suggesting possible intentional damage.61 The tear 
to a bulla of  Urban VI (1378–89) from Wellingborough (Northamptonshire; PUBLIC-
DFEB31) is perhaps indicative of  spontaneous destruction.62 Incised grooves applied to 
some bullae are also noteworthy, especially when compared to the semi-circular breaks 
mentioned above, for example the semi-circular groove on a bulla of  Innocent III (1198–
1216) from Wordwell (Suffolk; SF-93DCDA; Fig 8b). A corresponding mark, possibly ex-
plaining why the object is also bent, is found on a bulla of  Nicholas IV (1288–92) from 
Cawood (North Yorkshire; SWYOR-AAEC45).63

The threading of  the cord through bullae often created a weakness, vulnerable to 
breakage. In some cases, such as a bulla of  Clement II (1046–47) from Langtoft (East York-
shire; YORYM-9B9252; Fig 8c), the object is cracked along the cord-line, but nonetheless 
remains intact. Sometimes, as on a bulla of  Urban VI from Holcombe Rogus (Devon; 
SOM-B5A674), there is only damage around the cord-holes, appearing as truncation. This 
might have been caused by wear during the object’s original life. Occasionally bullae are 
found broken in two, or survive just as one half. For example, a bulla of  Alexander IV 
(1254–61) from Pampisford (Cambridgeshire; PUBLIC-1ECC63) was found in two separate 
parts (additional damage to the top of  this object might suggest this was deliberate). Some 
half  bullae have secondary damage, in the form of  tooling marks (Fig 8d).64

55 Rogerson: Historic Environment Service, Union House, Gressenhall, Dereham, Norfolk NR20 4DR, UK. 
andrew.rogerson@norfolk.gov.uk. Ashley: address as above. steven.ashley@norfolk.gov.uk 

56 I am very grateful to Tim Pestell for his support in producing this note, and also for his help given to Finds 
Liaison Officers recording papal bullae. Extensive research on papal bullae will be published in Pestell, forthcoming.

57 Such proclamations are varied, from the announcement of  church appointments, through involvement in state 
affairs, to complaints against the treatment of  the clergy.

58 Alternatively, bullae might have been deposited ritually, as suggested by Anderson 2010 for ampullae.
59 Gilchrist 2012, 165.
60 See NMS-02B197, SUR-44B066 and CAM-7B6937.
61 Examples include bullae of  Innocent IV from Goole (East Yorkshire; LANCUM-6610BF) and Gregory X from 

Grendon, (Northamptonshire; NARC-F5CAD2).
62 Another bulla of  Gregory IX from West Hanningfield (Essex; ESS-0B1767) has a whole corner torn off.
63 Similar grooved marks are also found on bullae of  Gregory IX from Alvediston (Wiltshire; SOM-82B474) and 

Gregory X from Grendon (Northamptonshire; NARC-F5CAD2). On a bulla of  an as yet unidentified pontiff  from 
Higham, Kent (KENT-693426), the obverse edge has been forced outwards to create a semi-circular protrusion. 
A bulla of  Gregory X from Redditch (Worcestershire; SUR-6949C9) is unusual: it has an inscribed line added 
beneath the top line of  the legend (GRE) and other smaller marks.

64 A half-bulla of  Alexander IV from Pontefract (West Yorkshire; SWYOR-B1CE34; Fig 8d) shows a deliberate 
cut mark on the reverse, through St Peter’s head.
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fig 8 

Papal bullae (a) SF-4D4510 – Innocent VII (1404–06). (b) SF-93DCDA – Innocent III (1198–1216). 
(c) YORYM-9B9252 – Clement II (1046–47). (d) SWYOR-B1CE34 – Alexander IV (1254–61). (e) 

SOM-DB4323 – Pendant of  St Paul formed from a papal bulla. Scale 1:1. Photograph: (a) A Brown, (b) G 
Stewart, (c) R Griffiths, (d) A Downes, (e) L Burnett. 
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Table 1
Damage to papal bullae recorded by the PAS in 2014.
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Table 2
Papal bullae by (approximate) century of issue (1997–2014 data and 2014 data only: the small 

number of pre-11th-century bullae are not plotted).

Table 3
Bullae of 13th-century popes recovered in 1997–2014 (PAS data and National Archives)

Pope Papacy  
(regnal years)

PAS data (bullae  
per regnal year)

NA data (bullae  
per regnal year)

Innocent III 1198–1216 (18) 11 (0.61) 21 (1.17)
Honorius III 1216–1227 (11) 11 (1) 37 (3.36)
Gregory IX 1227–1241 (14) 27 (1.93) 58 (4.14)
Celestine IV 1241 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Innocent IV 1243–1254 (11) 32 (2.91) 34 (3.09)
Alexander IV 1254–1261 (7) 13 (1.86) 123 (17.57)
Urban IV 1261-1264 (3) 5 (1.67) 24 (8)
Clement IV 1265–1268 (3) 1 (0.33) 0 (0)
Gregory X 1271–1276 (5) 13 (2.6) 35 (7)
Innocent V 1276 (1) 3 (3) 0 (0)
Hadrian V 1276 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
John XXI 1276–1277 (2) 3 (1.5) 3 (1)
Nicholas III 1277–1280 (3) 13 (4.33) 8 (2.66)
Martin IV 1281–1285 (4) 8 (2) 30 (7.5)
Honorius IV 1285–1287 (2) 6 (3) 22 (11)
Nicholas IV 1288–1292 (4) 5 (1.25) 13 (3.25)
Celestine V 1294 (1) 0 (0) 3 (3)
Boniface VIII 1294–1303 (9) 10 (1.11) 60 (6.66)
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Table 4
13th-century bullae in the National Archives and PAS recorded bullae

In contrast to possibly malicious damage, other papal bullae exhibit evidence of  re-
use, demonstrating their extended value beyond their original purpose. Examples record-
ed by PAS include bullae reused as spindle whorls (WMID-82FF84), an ounce weight 
(BH-256B91) and a seal matrix (NMS-5E37A6). A unique example found near Wells 
(Somerset; SOM-DB4323; Fig 8e) is a pendant produced using only the image of  St Paul, 
pierced below the saint’s face, presumably so it could be held and viewed the right way 
up by the wearer. More commonly, bullae were pierced without modification, likely utilised 
and treasured for their amuletic and apotropaic properties,65 and some perhaps used as 
protection against witchcraft.66 Papal bullae were also sometimes buried with the dead.67

PAS-recorded papal bullae cover the period 817 to 1534, with most examples issued 
during the 13th century, accounting for 56% of  total finds (Tab 2). Most numerous of  
these are bullae issued by Innocent IV, Gregory IX, Alexander IV, Gregory X and Nicho-
las III (Tab 3).68 Considering the longevity of  each papacy, Nicholas III’s reign was most 
productive in terms of  issuing bullae that survive, representing an average of  4.33 a year.

65 Tim Pestell, pers comm, 1/10/14; Gilchrist 2012, 165.
66 Ibid, 165–6.
67 Ibid, 211.
68 Egan 2001, 87 stated that papal bullae of  Innocent VI (1352–62) and Urban VI (1378–89) are particularly 

widespread in England, although quantities recorded by PAS show these are less common finds than bullae of  some 
13th-century popes.

Table 5
13th-century bullae in National Archives missing lead seals, relative to PAS recorded of bullae 

(Percentages given against total papal Bullae in National Archives)
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In order to gauge how representative PAS data are of  the activity of  the Papal Curia 
in the 13th century it is useful to consider these alongside the evidence provided by extant 
papal documents held by the National Archives (see Tabs 3 and 4). These suggest that the 
Curia was most prolific under Innocent IV and Alexander IV, although Alexander IV 
(averaging of  17.57 bullae per annum) and Honorius IV (11) issued the most bullae pro-rata. 
Few firm conclusions can be made, given the variables between the datasets, though (as 
far as the National Archives data are concerned) it is probably significant that almost half  
the bullae of  Alexander IV were issued between 1255–57, and many of  these over the 
‘business of  Sicily’69 — when Pope Innocent IV had sought Henry III’s (1216–72) involve-
ment to wrestle the Kingdom of  Sicily from the Holy Roman Emperor’s illegitimate son, 
Manfred (d 1266), only to see the campaign fail by 1258, with Henry III resorting to 
extort money from prominent clergy in order to narrow the deficit.70

The fact that one in three 13th-century papal documents in the National Archives 
are missing their seals is intriguing (Tab 5). Given this high ratio of  seal loss it is no surprise 
that papal bullae are being found (discarded or lost) in the plough-soil. Less clear, however, 
is why bullae of  Nicholas III, followed by Gregory IX and Gregory X, account for a high 
and disproportionate rate of  loss in the PAS dataset, when compared to seals missing from 
documents in the National Archives. The extant papal documents, including those missing 
seals, shed little light on the reasons, but since the numbers in the PAS data are relatively 
low maybe this is just coincidental. (M Lewis)71

69 SC 7/2/1 is telling, since it requests the king to pay back 1057 marks he borrowed from merchants of  Siena to 
fund the ‘crusade’ in Sicily — a kingdom Henry wish to acquire for his son, Edmund.

70 Kelly and Walsh 2011, 195.
71 Head of  Portable Antiquities and Treasure, British Museum, London WC1B 3DG, UK. mlewis@britishmuseum.org
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